Does the ISNT Rule Apply to the Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer?
To determine whether the ISNT rule (Inferior>Superior>Nasal>Temporal) or the "IST" rule (Inferior>Superior>Temporal) can be applied to the peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness as measured using Heidelberg Retinal Tomography (HRT) and Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT). This was a cross-sectional study of 189 normal and 42 glaucomatous eyes. RNFL thicknesses measured in different quadrants using HRT and OCT were compared to determine the percentage of eyes obeying the ISNT and IST rule. The HRT-measured mean RNFL thickness in normal eyes showed that 25.9% obeyed the ISNT rule and 70.4% conformed to the "IST" rule. The "IST" rule was able to identify normal eyes better (P=0.040), but had a poor sensitivity (45%) and specificity (70%) to diagnose glaucoma. The OCT-measured average RNFL thickness showed that 47.1% of normal eyes obeyed the ISNT rule and 58.7% conformed to the "IST" rule. Exclusion of the nasal sector also increased the number of glaucomatous eyes conforming to the IST rule (31% obeyed the ISNT rule and 50% obeyed the IST rule). Sensitivities and specificities of the ISNT and the IST rules for OCT-quantified RNFL ranged from 42% to 77%. A larger number of normal eyes obeyed the IST rule compared with the ISNT rule for the RNFL thickness measured by HRT and OCT. Exclusion of the nasal sector from the analysis (IST rule) marginally improved the specificity in diagnosing glaucoma at the cost of the sensitivity, making neither of these parameters (ISNT and IST) likely to be useful clinically.